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ABSTRACT
 
This project examined the degree to which the Communications Engineering Technology
 
portion ofthe electronics program at San Bernardino Valley College meetsthe need ofthe
 
area telecommunications industry. The electronics advisory committee,made up offull-

time and part-time electronics instructors and industry representatives met and discussed
 
the criteria required for the present and future needs ofarea telecommunications
 
employers. Findings suggested that the programs in telecommunications at San
 
Bernardino Valley College were lacking in fiber optic technologies Area industry
 
representatives suggested that this was because the local telephone companiestook care
 
ofall transmissions over twisted-pair copper wire and fiber optic cables until the breakup
 
ofthe telephone company into seven Regional Bell Operating Companies(RBOCs)and
 
other long distance carriers. The telephone companyis no longer training personnelto do
 
the repair, maintenance and modification offiber optic links and cabling and hasn'tfor the
 
past thirteen years since deregulation. It wasrecommended that the electronics
 
department develop a curriculum in photonic and fiber optic technologies. An
 
instructional budget and an equipment budget were puttogether to purchase the eqipment
 
necessary for laboratory demonstration purposes. Lastly,a recommendation was made to
 
establish tiesto local industry that rely on the graduates and/or certificate recipients ofthe
 
communications engineering technology program.
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Introduction
 
The contents ofChapter One present an overview ofthe project. The context of
 
the problem is discussed followed bythe purpose and significance ofthe project. Next,
 
the limitations and delimitations that applyto this project are reviewed, Finally,a
 
definition ofterms is presented.
 
Context ofthe Problem
 
Since 1960,the availability oflaser sources has stimulated research into optical
 
cotnmunication. However,optical communication was not considered to be practical until
 
1970,when optical fiber technology had advanced to the point where relatively low-loss
 
fiber could be drawn routinely. Fiber optics has gained prominence in
 
telecommunications,instrumentation,cable TV network,data transmission,and data
 
distribution. Within this decade,there will be a significant changeover fi:om wires and
 
coaxial cablesto optical fibersfor telecommunication and information systems(Cheo,
 
1985).
 
The United States faces a shortfall ofskilled technicians in key optics,photonics,
 
and advanced electrical fields,and musttake stepsto create training programs by national
 
standardsto meet critical industry needs,according to the National Photonics Skills
 
StandardsProject. The NationalPhotonics Skills StandardsProject have described
 
photonics asfundamentallyimportantto the nation's economicfuture and a key
 
technologyto the Information Superhighway. According toa recent survey cited by the
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NationalPhotonics Skills StandardsProject,approximately 340,000 photonics techniicians
 
are working in the United States today. Bythe year 2000,more than twice that number~
 
743,000 — will be needed. Furthermore,demand may be greater than estimated because
 
military downsizing has led to a decrease in the number oftrained photonics technicians
 
entering the commercialworkforce upon leaving the armed services.
 
The cuniculum for the telecommunications portion ofthe electronics program at
 
San Bernardino Valley College is not sufficientto prepare the studentsfor this high
 
technology world ofwork. Whenthe existing curriculum was developed,wire andfiber
 
optic systems came under the purview ofthe regional telephone companies. Since 1985,
 
after the breakup ofthese Regional Bell Operating Companies(RBOCs),many smaller
 
companies offering telephone and data communications services have appeared on the
 
scene. This situation has increased the need for a well defined photonic and fiber optic
 
technologies course.
 
Purpose ofthe Project
 
Thepurpose ofthis project wasto design a one-semester course curriculum in
 
photonics and fiber optic technologiesfor telecommunicationsfor community college
 
students. Specifically,the curriculum will serve the third and fourth semester studentsin
 
the Communications Engineering Technology prograrh portion ofthe Electronics program
 
at San Bernardino Valley Cbllege in Sah Bernardino California. The content ofthe
 
curriculum consists ofthefundamentals offiber optic and laser technplogies
 
Significance ofthe Project
 
The current telecommunications curriculum is not sufficientto prepare students for
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the high technology world ofwork. This curriculum will provide students with the skills
 
necessary to gain meaningful employment after graduation from San Bernardino Valley
 
College or attaining a certificate ofcompletion in Communications Engineering
 
Technology. Further,the content will be the mostcurrent possible.
 
Limitations and Delimitations
 
A number oflimitations and delimitations surfaced during the development ofthis
 
project. These limitations and delimitations are presented in the ne?rt section.
 
Limitatiflns. Thefollowing limitations apply to this project.
 
1. 	The photonics and fiber optics course was developed based on the budgeted monies
 
availablein the department.
 
2. 	The photonics and fiber optics course was developed based oh the laboratory fiber
 
optic and laser technology equipment available in the electronics department.
 
3. 	The photonics and fiber optics course was developed based on the laboratory space
 
available to safelytrain the students enrolled in this course.
 
Delimitations. Thefollowing delimitations apply tn this prnj^rt
 
The photonics and fiber optics course was developed specifically for the oscilloscopes,
 
digital and analog volf-ohm-milliammeters,and function generators available in the
 
electronics laboratories
 
2. The curriculum is designed to use computer modeling on available computers running
 
an Intel 386 processor or higher.
 
Definition ofTerms
 
Thefollowing terms are defined astheyapply to this project
 
Bandwidth—The maximum range ofdecodable frequenciesthat can travel through an
 
optical fiber ofa given length. The difference is expressed in Hertz.
 
Cladding—Material,usually ofalow reflectivity index,that surroundsthe central core of
 
an optical fiber to minimize surface scattering losses.
 
CRT—CathodeRay Tube. The video display normally used in television sets and
 
computer monitors.
 
Gbps-A rate ofdata transmission equivalentto one billion(10')bits per second
 
Gigabit—Equivalentto one billion(10'^ bits.
 
Laser—Acronym for Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission ofRadiation. An active
 
electron device that converts input power into a very narrow beam ofcoherent visible
 
or infrared light.
 
LED—LightEmitting Diode. A semiconductorPNjunction that emitsincoherent
 
monochromatic light by electron-hole recombination. It is used asa display and as an
 
optical emitter in basic optics communications systems.
 
OCR—OpticalCharacter Recognition. Atechnique in which a device reads printed
 
characters by using a light-sensitive scanning process and convertsthem to digital
 
signals.
 
Photonics-The generation,manipulation,transport, detection,and use oflight information
 
and energy whose quantum unit is the photon.
 
Photon—The quantum ofelectromagnetic energy,generally regarded as a discrete particle
 
having zero mass,no electric charge,and indefinitely long lifetime.
 
Ouantum—An indivisible unit ofenergy. The smallest unit ofmeasure used in a system.
 
RBOC—RegionalBell Operating Company. Can be considered part ofthe regional bell
 
holding companies,one ofthe seven companiesformed by AT&T's divestiture.
 
SONET—Synchronous Optical Network. A very high bit rate transmission optical
 
network.
 
Organization ofthe Project
 
This project is divided into five chapters. Chapter One provides an introduction to
 
the context ofthe problem,purpose ofthe project,significance ofthe project,limitations
 
and delimitations,and definition ofterms. Chapter Two consists ofa review ofthe
 
literature. Chapter Three outlinesthe population to be served and the project design.
 
Chapter Four reviewsthe budget required forimplementing the project. Chapter Five
 
presentsthe conclusions and recommendations gleaned from the project. The project and
 
referencesfollow Chapter Five.
 
GHAPTERTWO
 
Review ofthe Literature
 
Introduction
 
Chapter Two consists ofa discussion oftherelevantliterature. SpecificaUy,the
 
history oflight as a communications medium,components and devices,and applications
 
are presented.
 
History ofUsing Light as a Communications Medium
 
The history ofusing light as a communication medium goes way back in tinie to
 
the island ofKonos where a large 20-foot diameter dish reflector was used to reflect the
 
sunshine to signal ships. Lanterns in Boston's Old North Church sent PaulRevereOn his
 
famous ride. Claude Chappe built an opticaltelegraph in France during the 1790s
 
Signalmen in a series oftowers stretching from Paristo Lille,a distance of230km,
 
relayed signals to one another through movable signal arms. Messages could travelend to
 
end in about 15 minutes(Sterling, 1993).
 
John Tyndall,in 1870,demonstrated the principle ofguiding lightthrough internal
 
reflections. In a demonstration beforethe Royal Society,Tyndall showed that Ught could
 
be bent around acomer as it traveled in ajetofpouring water(Seippel, 1981). Water
 
flowed through a horizontalspout near thebottom ofa container into another container
 
through a parabolic path through the air. When Tyndall mmed a beam oflight out through
 
the spout along with the water,the audience saw the light follow azigzag path inside the
 
curved path ofthe water. A similar zigzagging occursin optical fibers(Sterling, 1993)
 
A decade later, Alexander Graham Bell patented the photOphone,a series oflenses
 
mirrorsthrew light onto aflat mirror attached to the mouth piece. The voice vibrated the
 
mirror thereby modulating the light striking it. The receiver used a selenium detector
 
whose resistance varied with the intensity oflight striking it. Bell managed to transmit
 
over 200 meters(Sterling, 1993).
 
In the 1950s,image-transmitting fibers were developed byBrian O'Brien at the
 
American Optical Company and by Narinder S.Kapany and colleagues at the Imperial
 
College ofScience and Technology in London. Kapany invented the glass-coated glass
 
rod and coined the term fiber optics in 1956(Sterling, 1993).
 
In 1966,Charles Kao,and Charles Hockham,ofStandard Telecommumcations
 
Laboratory in England,published a paper proposing that optical fibers could be used as a
 
transmission medium iftheir losses caused by impurities in the fiber could be reduced to
 
20dB/km. Reducing these impurities could produce low-loss fiber suited for
 
communications. This challenge wastaken seriously in the United States both at Coming
 
and Bell Laboratories. The AT&T process,known as the modified chemicalvapor
 
deposition process was similarto Coming's vapor deposition process(Sterling, 1993).
 
In 1970,Maurer,Schultz and Keck had reached the magical level of20dB/km in
 
their optical experiments(ChaflFee, 1988). Today,the fiber optic cable is made ofglass or
 
plastic so smooth and pure that ifyoulooked through awallofit 70 miles thick,you'd be
 
able to see a candle burning on the other side(Gates,1995). This increase in orders of
 
magnitude ofpurity gave rise to a new definition offiber optic technologies. The new
 
term is photonics. Photonics is defined asthe generation,manipulation,transport,
 
detection,and use oflight information and energy whose quantum unit is the photon.
 
 Gomponents and Devices
 
The range ofapplications ofphotonics extendsfrom energy generation to
 
detection to communication and information processing. Similar advances in
 
semiconductor sources and detectors,connectors,transmission technology,
 
communication theory,and other areas,as well as intense interest in exploiting the
 
possible benefits offiber optics,led to investigation ofimprovement ofother components
 
fortelecommunications Atthe end ofeach end ofa fiber optic link is atransducer,which
 
is simply a device for converting energy from oneform to another. Theelectro-optic
 
transducer converts electrical signals to an optical signal. The detector at the other end is
 
the optoelectronic transducer which converts optical energy to electrical energy The
 
source ofthe light required for the electro-optic transducer is either the light emitting
 
diode(LED)or a laser. The laser,an acronym for fight amplification by the stimulated
 
emission ofradiation, provides stimulated emission ofradiation rather than the simpler
 
spontaneous emission ofLEDs. When operated abovethe threshold,the laser provides
 
more powerthan theLED(Sterling, 1993).
 
The detector performsthe opposite function from the source. The mostcommon
 
detector is the photodiode. Thetwotypes ofphotodiodes currently in use are the pin
 
photodiode and the avalanche photodiode. ThePIN photodiode is one that is constructed
 
ofboth p-type semiconductor material and n-type semiconductor material separated by a
 
layer ofintrinsic semiconductor material. Avalanche photodiodes(APD)operate using a
 
process called photomultiplication(Gheo,1985). Generally,higher power supply voltages
 
are necessary,but the overall effect and operation is the same asthe pin photodiodes
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A connector is a disconnectable device used to connect a fiber to a source
 
detector,or other fiber. It is designed to be easily connected and disconnected many
 
times. A splice is a device used to connect one fiber to another permanently.
 
Some perspectiveis necessaryto understand the importance oftheseimprovements in
 
telecommunications(Sterling, 1993).
 
In 1990,there were an estimated 5 million miles offiber optic cable in the U.S.
 
telephone system. The first fiber optic system installed in 1977,operated at 44.7 Mbps
 
and wascapable ofcarrying 672voices simultaneously. Today,SONET,which is a
 
standardized system for optical telephony,offers a top speed of10 Gbps,over200times
 
faster(Snyder,1996). Fiber optics is a highly secure transmission medium. It does not
 
radiate energy thatcan be received by a nearby antenna,and it is extremely difficult to tap
 
a fiber for espionage purposes(Sterling, 1993).
 
Applications
 
Photonics is at the heart oftoday's communication systems,from the laser that
 
generatesthe digital inforrhation transported along a fiber-optic cable tothe detector that
 
decodesthe information. Whetherthe transmitted information is a phone cdl fi^ om across
 
the street or across the globe,photonics brings it to yOu. Wherehealth is concerned,
 
photonics allows physicians to do namimally invasive surgery using fiber-optic endoscOpes
 
and lasers Researchers using speetroscopy and microscopy are pushing the frontiers of
 
biotechnology in activities as widespread as diagnosing disease and probing the mysteries
 
ofthe genetic code(Uehling, 1996).
 
Advanced sensing and imaging techniques monitorthe environment,gathering data
 
on crops and forests, analyzing the ocean's currents and contents(Fitzgerald^ 1996)and
 
probing the atmospherefor pollutants, Transportation needs are being impacted by
 
photonic sensors and laser rangefinders that willsoon monitor and control the traffic on
 
the United States highways(Mendonsa, 1997).
 
Infactories, photonics provides machine vision systems that give a level ofquality
 
control human inspectors could never achieVe(Kaplan, 1996). In manufacturing,lasers
 
are replacing a variety ofcutting,welding,and marking techniques,while imaging systems
 
teamed with neural networks are producing intelligent robots.In short, photonicsis paving
 
our way into the new millennium Photonics will be one ofthe primary battlefields ofthe
 
world economic conflict, and it is imperative that U.S. photonicstechnicians be skilled
 
enough to alldw the United Statesto remain competitive in a global marketplace(Center
 
for Occupational Research&Development,1995).
 
Ifwetrace a trend that started in the early 1970s,the evolution ofthe role ofthe
 
photonicstechnician becomes clear. By 1972,Laser Electro-Optic Technicians(LEOTs)
 
were appreciated ifthey possessed great troubleshooting skills. As more work was done
 
to develop new processes mid applications oflasers,technicians were valued for their
 
ability to understand and use many different types oflasers,optical and electronic
 
equipmentin the laboratory. Today,the applications oflasers and light continue to be
 
developed at much the same rate,and the applications and implementation ofthese
 
developments have become alarge part ofwhattechnicians should know,specifically how
 
integrated systems operate The empirical results ofthis trend are seen in the changesto
 
LEOT curricula over the last 20 years.
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A changing workforce's need for aknowledge ofoptical and electrical components
 
has evolved into a need for knowledge ofwhole systems and applications. This means
 
that technicians must better understand the field or industry in which photonics is being
 
used. This is a big change;while technicians have historically been good at
 
assembly/disassembly,troubleshooting,and repair,they have had difficulty adapting,
 
modifying,and interfacing lasers or optics in systems where knowledge ofthe application
 
is critical(Hull, 1993).
 
The number ofapplications ofphotonics is so great that no one could be expected
 
to learn all ofthe Skills for each application injust two years ofpostsecondary education.
 
Thus schools must reorganize their curricula to begin preparing technicians early for many
 
career paths that require an electro-mechanical background. Completion ofatwo-year
 
associate's degree in the photonics field mustinvolve learning not only aboutthe
 
generation, manipulation,transport,and detection oflight,but also aboutsystems with
 
integrated technologies. Applications will also haveto be studied and/or hands-on skills
 
specific to the fiield ofapplication must be developed(pedrotti,Massa,Soulsby,Enderle,
 
&RoychOudhuri, 1995).
 
How will the hardwareofthese emerging applications be constructed,tested,
 
maintained and repaired? How will photonics make it from the labdratbiT to the
 
manufacturing floor to the home or office in a consistent and reliable manner? It will
 
require ateam effort. Engineers,physicists and first-line managers cannot supportthe
 
technology alone;they will need the assistance ofcertified technicians with a knowledge
 
ofphotonics and a complement ofbroad technical skills related to the market.
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The Center for Occupational Research and Development(CORD),a nonprofit,
 
educational,public service organization,with the support ofthe;U.S.Department of
 
Education,has been given the task oforganizing an effortto identify these skills.
 
This standard,an evolving work,began by defining the field ofphotonics and then
 
progressed to creating occupational specialtiesfor photonicstechnicians. Asthese were
 
determined,a survey was distributed to industry representatives asking them to identify
 
the tools or equipmentthey or their technicians used and to associate a verb with each tool
 
or piece ofequipment. These statements were then called tasks,because they say what a
 
photonicstechnician does. Tasks were developed using tools or equipment because,in
 
the photonicsindustry,technicians do not normally perform a work task unlessthey have
 
one or moretools or pieces ofequipment(Center for Occupational Research&
 
Development, 1995).
 
Industry representativesfrom each ofthefollowing specialty or cluster areas were
 
called together and metin separate groupsto validate the task st^ements with respect to
 
their own group's needs. The specialty areas are: Defense/Public Safety/Aerospace
 
Communications Medical Bnvironmental/Energy/Trarisportation Manufacturirig \vith
 
Photonics/Test and Analysis Computers(Entertainment,ConsumerDevices,Hard Copy).
 
Thetask listings generated by each specialty group Were cross-referenced to find the tasks
 
commonto all specialty groups. This collection ofvalidated task statementsrepresentsthe
 
common tasks all photonicstechnicians should be able to perform
 
Finally,educators, primarilyfrom two-year postsecondary institutions but also
 
fi^ om secondary schools and four-year universities, participated in translating the task
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 statements into knowledge components. These,then,represent the information a
 
photonicstechnician mustknow and understand to be able to perform the tasks. It is
 
expected that these knowledge components will be taught at the postsecondary level.
 
Additional knowledge componentsthat support these are also provided. These supporting
 
knowledgecomponentsrepresent only a portion ofthose that should be taught throughout
 
the secondary experience;they include the necessary elements typically taught in physics,
 
mathematics,biology,and chemistry classes. Descriptions of each ofthe sk specialty
 
areasfollow,and explain some ofthe applications ofphotonics in that area, pointing out
 
the uniqueness ofeach group and its need for technicians (Center for Occupational
 
Research&Development,1995).
 
Medicine Cluster
 
Perhaps morethan in any other industry,the field ofmedicine has seen major
 
strides in the commercialization ofphotonics technology. Laser surgery continues to be
 
effqctive and has opened the door for photodynamic therapy and fluorescence technology.
 
The desire for minimally invasive techniques makes fiber optics and other photonics
 
components critical developmentfactors for the integration oftechnology in medicine.
 
The need for biomedical photonicstechnicians is a reality,as the scope of
 
knowledge required for this area continuesto broaden. The repair and maintenance of
 
machines used in applications like flow cytometry,DNA sequencing,confocal microscopy,
 
and interferometry will eventually becomethe responsibility oftechnicians
 
Environment/Euergy/Transportation
 
Spectrophotometry and laser spectroscopy have alreadyfound their way into the
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burgeoning environmental field(Hardin,1997). Closer monitoring ofpollutants and use
 
ofnatural energy sources are now a wayoflife for most power plants and electrical
 
utilities, as well as many oil and gas refineries(Tatterson, 1997). Technicians who are
 
comfortable with fieldwork and capable ofunderstanding the effects ofharsh
 
environments on optical systemsintegrated with fluid,electrical,or mechanical stability
 
systems -will be important. This seems clear in applications such as solar detoxification of
 
groundwater,laser altimeters for subglacial exploration,ocean-surface spectroscopy,and
 
in providing rural electrification with photovoltaics,which is enjoying renewed interest.
 
Photonics has an increasingly important role in transportation systems. Presently,
 
photonics-based systems are used for land,air,and sea navigation. The developers and
 
engineers ofIntelligent Vehicle Highway Systems will also need photonics technicians
 
who understand vehicle operation,heavy highway construction,or operations research
 
principles for solving traffic-pattern problems(Mendonsa, 1997).
 
Defense/Public Safety/Aerospace
 
Photonics is critical to defense and aerospace(Chaffee, 1988),since devices using
 
photonics are not susceptible to electromagnetic interference like conventional electronics.
 
In addition,defense technolo^has many applications in the public safety industry.
 
Problems such as drugs,terrorism,border security,urban crime,and natural disasters can
 
in many cases be successfully battled or responded to vsith photonics-based technology.
 
This requires that the photonicstechnician understand the operations of remote sensing,
 
image processing,and so on,to be ableto use these devicesto enhance logistics,and
 
command and controlissues in a safe and reliable marmer(Rausch,1996).
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Computers
 
The integration ofphotonics with computer and processing architecture is likely to
 
provide the largest number ofopportunities for commercial development It involves
 
applications like high-speed OCR,machine vision systems,virtual reality systems,laser
 
light controllersfor displays and shows,CD players,laser printers, molecular optical
 
switches with photochromic materials, optical neural nets,and so on. High-resolution
 
sensors like CCD devices will be Widely used in the digitization ofartwork,multimedia
 
video,teleconferencing,telepresence,real-time gesture recognition,and digital cinema.
 
Matrix displays,including LEDs,plasma panels and field ernission displays will
 
gradually Supplant CRTsasthe display ofchoice for direct-view applications. Advances
 
in deforaiable mirror technology,solid-state lasers,and spatial light modulators will lead
 
to electronic projection systems that rival conventional 35-mm film in both brightness and
 
resolution. Technicians with an understanding ofimaging and image processing will
 
become highly valued in the workforce that supports thesd efforts(Weiss, 1996).
 
Manufacturing with Photonics/Test and Analysis
 
This area concernsthose manufacturers who Use photonics as part ofthe
 
manufacturing process,for eitherfabrication,test, or analysis oftheir product The group
 
continues to grow,supported primarily by industrial lasers for cutting,welding,trimming,
 
hole drilling,and heattreating. More and morefrequently,the scientific instruments ofthe
 
laboratory are finding their way onto the floor to perform spectroscopy,or holographic or
 
interferometric testing,or as examination tools in photon microscopy(Foldvari,Kluft,&
 
Borger,1996).
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Gominunications
 
The''Information Superhighway'Vwhich is actually a photonics superhighway-will
 
create many newjobsfor technicians and engineers with skills that relate to fiber opticsy
 
lasers, multi^gabit processors,networking,and computer engineering. Telephone
 
companies are notthe only onesthat will require this skilled workforce;TV/cable
 
companies(Miller,1979)and electric power companies will also beinvolved in the
 
information-highway revolution. At present,this industry offersthe most economic
 
promise for photonics technology,and as a result, it will require that the exit pointsfor
 
students be clearly defined. That way,students will understand the impact oftheir
 
education upon employment as well as the various possibilities the industry offers.
 
Curriculum Concerns
 
According to the Center for Occupational Research and Development(CORD),in
 
defining curriculafor photonicstechnicians,it is importantto note that students should
 
decide prior tothe 11th grade that they are interested in an electromechanical career
 
pathway. In this,they will receive additional apphed physics and mathematics,along with
 
vocationally oriented courses in the 11th and 12th grades These include electronic digital
 
circuits and microprocessors^ machining/materials processing,and computer application
 
software.
 
The students should alsohave experienced a basic core ofapplied academic,
 
contextual courses-in mathematics,science,communications,computer hteracy,
 
socioeconomics,government/history,languages,arts,and the humanities-in grades9
 
through 12. Asthey moveinto the freshman and sophomore years at community colleges
 
and technical schools,students with the Tech Prep foundation outlined here will be
 
prepared to understand the knowledge cbniporlents necessaryfor the industry-specific
 
tasks in the courses.
 
Photonics Technician EmploymentOpinion Survey
 
Ina venture separatefrom the developmentofNational Skills Standardsfor
 
photonicstechnicians,the Center for Occupational Research and Development conducted
 
an opinion survey ofthe employment picture in the photorucsindustry iii 1994. Voluntary
 
respondents'survey results revealed:
 
• Atthe present time,approximately 345,000 photonicstechnicians are employed in the
 
United States
 
• Bythe year 2000,approximately 743,000 photonicstechnicians will be needed in the
 
United States.
 
Respondentsto the survey also indicated:
 
• The mostfrequently desired education categoiy(61%)necessaryfor employment as a
 
technician wastwo years ofpostsecondary technicaleducation(such as an associate
 
degree)or the equivalent
 
• Halfofthe responding companies reported that5%oftheir technicians had attended a
 
four-year school.
 
• The mostfrequent starting salaries ranged from $20,000to $25,000.
 
Given thetremendous growth in this field and the decreasing numbersofworkers
 
trained bythe military and filtering into the commercial workforce,community colleges
 
and technical schools will haveto work very hard to meetthe demand for training and
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education. These schools cannot meetthe demand alone;they will need to work in
 
coordination with secondary schools and four-year institutionsto establish sound
 
articulation agreements. It is expected that iftheyfollow this standard in designing
 
curricula and setting up programs,they will provide solid pathwaysfor lifelong learning
 
and good employment possibilities for thousands ofour nation's youth (Center for
 
Occupational Research&Development, 1995).
 
Summary
 
The content ofChapter Two reviewed the relevant literature. Discussed were the
 
history oflight as a communications medium,components and devices,and applications.
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GHAPTERTHREE
 
Methodology
 
Introduction
 
Chapter Three details the steps used in developing the project. Specifically,the
 
populations served is discussed. Next,the curriculum development process including the
 
curriculum structure and content validation is presented. Lastly,the existing programs are
 
delineated. The Chapter concludes with a summary.
 
Population Served
 
The curriculum was developed specifically for sttidehts in the electronics program
 
at San Bernardino Valley College in San Bernardino,California. The curriculum is
 
appropriate for use in the San Bernardino Community College District,since it was
 
developed in accordance with the curriculum committee guidelines The curriculum
 
guidelines were developed by a committee headed by Dr.EvaE.Conrad,VicePresident
 
ofInstruction and CarlosM. Busselle III,DepartmentHead ofthe Electronics\Electricity
 
Department.
 
Curriculum Development
 
The next Section ofthe project provides an overview ofthe curriculum
 
development process. Specifically,the curriculum structure and content validation
 
process were reviewed.
 
Curriculum Structure. This curriculum was developed in accordance with the
 
outline putforward by the San Bernardino Valley CollegeCurriculum Committee. The
 
outline consists ofthe following:(1)course identification,(2)entrance skills,(3)required
 
course materials,(4)course objectives,(5)course content,(6)methods ofinstruction,and
 
(7)methods ofevaluation. The contentfor this curriculum was extracted from existing
 
programs. Specific content revolves around introduction to fiber optic background
 
(history),fiber optic components,and fiber optic systems. The prerequisite for this course
 
is Electronics 115 and Electronics 116,Alternating Current Circuits Lecture and
 
Alternating Current Circuits Laboratory.
 
Content Validation. The contentfor this curriculum was validated in using two
 
methods. One,an extensive literature review wasconducted. The competencies identified
 
as essentialto obtaining and maintaining meaningful employment were included in the
 
curriculum. Two,a panel ofexperts working in the telecommunicationsindustry was
 
assembled. The suggestionsfor improvement made bythe panel were incorporated into
 
the curriculum; Mr.CarlosM.BusseUe III,Department Head,Electronics\EleCtricity
 
Department,reviewed and approved the final draft ofthe curriculum and the sample
 
student projects.
 
Existing Programs. The curricula fortwo existing fiber optic prograrns werft
 
reviewed. One,the existing program at Riverside Community College^ City Campus was
 
reviewed(Appendix A). This existing program discusses basic fiber Optic theory,
 
transmission theory,system components and test equipment,and cable. Additional topics
 
in this program include fiber multiplexing techniques and current technology trends. Two,
 
the existing program used at the Associated Technical College,San Bernardino Campus
 
wasexamined(Appendix B). This program revolves around the introduction to fiber
 
optic history and equipment,the different types and installation oflight guide cables, the
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splicing and connecturization ofthese cables,and the applicable test equipment.
 
Summary
 
Chapter Three detailed the steps used in developing the project. Specifically,the
 
populations served is discussed. Next,the curriculum development process including the
 
curriculum structure and content validation is presented. Lastly,the existing programs are
 
delineated.
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CHAPTERFOUR
 
Budget
 
Introduction
 
Chapter Four outlinesthe budget required forthe curriculum. Specifically,the
 
costs associated with instruction and equipment are outlined. The costs indicated for the
 
existing programs are 1995 estimates based on information gathered relative to the cost of
 
the presentations ofthe coursesin 1994-1995 educational year.
 
Instruction
 
Photonics and Fiber-optic Course Cost
 
I. Course instructor(lecture) 51 hours $1,824.00
 
II. Course instructor(laboratory) 51 hours $1,677.00
 
HI. Laboratory assistant 51 hours $255.00
 
IV. Total instructional costs $3756.00
 
Equipment
 
I. Fiber-optic trainers 5@$100.00/ea $500.00
 
II. Fiber-optic filament(E2545) 50feet@$1.75/ft $87.50
 
III. LASERtrainers 2@$235.00/ea $470.00
 
IV. Total equipment costs $105750
 
Totalbudget costs $4813.50
 
Summary
 
The costs associated with this course were presented;
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 CHAPTERFIVE
 
Conclusions and Recommendations
 
Introduction
 
Induded in Chapter Five is a presentation ofthe conclusions gleamed as a result of
 
completing this project. Further,the recommendations extracted from this project are
 
presented. Lastly,the Chapter concludes with a summary.
 
Conclusions
 
The conclusion extracted from this project follow.
 
1. 	Based on the literature and discussion with experts,the current curriculum mustto be
 
updated to reflect the needs ofthe telecommunications industry.
 
2. 	Students receiving certificates and/or graduating fromS^Bernardino Valley College
 
are not adequately prepared in the area ofphotonics and fibre optic technologies
 
required in the workplace.
 
Recommendations
 
The recommendations resulting from this project follow.
 
1. 	The curriculum be reviewed and updated annuallyto ensure that the students are
 
receiving the most current instruction possible
 
2. Funds set aside on an annual basis so that when the existing hardware and software
 
needsto be updated,the money will be available. This strategy will ensure that the
 
students are working with the most up-to-date equipment possible.
 
3. 	This curriculum will complete the communications engineering technology course
 
offerings to establish a comprehensive program in telecommunications. The need for
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century.
 
Summary
 
Chapter Five reviewed the conclusions derived from the project. Lastly,the
 
recommendations culminating from this project were presented.
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APPENDIX A:
 
Riverside Community College—Existing Course
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 Riverside Community College,City Campus
 
Course outline,Electronics40
 
Course description
 
Fiber Optic Basics
 
Basic fiber optic theory,transmission theory,system components,and cable;
 
communication transmission systems,fiber multiplexing techniques tod terminals,tests
 
and test sets,and current technologytrends are also presented. Total of54 hours lecture.
 
Course objectives
 
Upon successful completion ofthis course,the student will be able to:
 
1. 	Explain the basic conceipts offiber optic transmission theory.
 
2. 	Explain the basic concepts offiber optic transmission components.
 
3. 	Demonstrate critical thinking skills by analyzing typical fiber optic transmission and
 
multiplexing problems.
 
4. 	Demonstrate team work and communication skills during analysis oft)q3ical fiber optic
 
transmission and multiplexing problems.
 
5 Present strategies for remaining technically current in the field offiber optics.
 
Class topics 
Communicationstransmission systems 3hours 
T1 overview 8 hours 
Multiplexing techniques 4hours
 
Fiber optic history and components 4hours
 
Fiber optic transmission theory 4hours
 
in
 
Fiber optic cable 4hours
 
Fiber optic multiplexing terminals 4hours
 
Fiber optic tests and test sets 4hours
 
Fiber optic technology trends 16 hours
 
Final examination 3 hours
 
Total hours 54 hours
 
In addition to the indicated hours,students are assigned the following reading,
 
writing and other assignments equivalent to two hours per one hour lecture, prorated for
 
short term,lab and activity courses;reading,written and/or observation assignments as
 
required by the instructor.
 
Methods ofInstruction
 
Lectures
 
Demonstrations
 
Multi-media presentations
 
Class discussions
 
Field trip(s)based on availability and appropriateness
 
Homework
 
Methods ofEvaluation
 
Grades are based on:
 
1. Demonstrated proficiency in subject matter,
 
2. Frequent quizzes and exams,
 
3. At least one written paper that ■wdll requirelibrary research that provides the student an 
' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 2S:
 
opportunity to focus upon a specific area concerning fiber optics technology,
 
4. Individual and team work skills demonstrated during analysis oftypical fiber optic
 
transmission and multiplexing problems,
 
5. Attendance and class participation,and
 
6. Comprehensive final exam.
 
Course Materials
 
All materials used this course will be periodically reviewed to insure to insure that
 
they are appropriatefor college level instruction.
 
Updated 4/95
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 Associated Technical College,San Bernardino Campus
 
Course Outline,Fiber Optics
 
Course description
 
Fiber Optic Basics
 
Introduction to fiber optics;DS carrier;types ofequipment;cable installation;
 
AT&T STII connector,3M ST coimector;AT&T CSL splice;3M reuseable splice;fusing
 
splice;test equipment. Total of25 hours.
 
Course objective
 
To introduce fiber optic equipment,cable,connecturization and splicing.
 
Class topics
 
Day 1'Introduction to fiber optic history and equipment. 5 hours
 
A. 	Fiber optic transmission advantages
 
1. 	A new system concept
 
2. 	System formats
 
3. 	Fiber opticformat
 
4. Early theories about light
 
B- Fiber optic transmission system
 
1. 	Light source
 
a Injection laser diode(ILD)
 
b. 	Light emitting diode(LED)
 
2. 	Optical waveguide
 
a. 	Fiber
 
b. 	Cables
 
c. 	Splices
 
d. 	Connectors
 
3. 	Detector
 
a. 	Avalanche
 
b. 	Photodiode orPIN diode
 
C. 	Digital made easy
 
1. 	Analog transmission
 
2. 	Digital conversion
 
3. 	Digital transmission
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D. Generic communicationslink 
1. Transducers 
2. The wave nature oflight 
E. The electromagnetic spectrum 
1. Bandwidth 
2. Connector loss 
3. Splice loss 
4. Component selection 
F. Lightwave communications link 
1. Basic lightwave system 
2. Input/output communications link 
G. Engineering consderations 
1. Lightwave system architecture 
2. Multiplex equipment 
Day2- Introduction to differenttypes and installation oflight 5 hours 
guide cables; also light guide distribution shelf. 
A. System block diagram 
1. Lightwave regenerator 
2. Thelightguide,or optical fiber 
3. Thelightguide cable 
4. PDS fiber optic distribution elements-transmission 
a. Fiber designs 
b. 62.5/125-pm fiber 
c. 50/125-pm fiber 
d. Cable descriptions 
(1)Coated fiber,ribbon 
(2)Coated fiber,lightpack cable 
(3)Buffered fiber,building andjumper cables 
5. PDS fiber optic distribution elements- applications 
a. Filled lightguide cable 
b. 8.3/125-pm fiber 
c. Fiber interconnection cables 
d. 12fiber ribbon cable 
e. Flame retardant lightguide cable 
f. B oversheath lightguide cable 
6. Splice and termination shelfinstallation 
Day3-Introduction to ST connecturization and CSL splicing. 5 hours 
A. Rotary mechanical splice(RMS) 
1. Rotary splice description 
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 2. 	Splicing procedures
 
B. 	AT&T splice instructions
 
1. Using the 1048A tool kit or the 1041A work station
 
2 Splicing procedures
 
C. 	AT&T CSL lightsplice system
 
1. 	The training
 
2. 	The trial splices
 
3. 	Results
 
4. 	Technology illustrated
 
D. Assembly instructions for ST lightguide cable connectors-

single mode and multimode version
 
1. 	General
 
2. 	Precautions
 
3. 	Assembly instructions for ST cable connections
 
withLGBC
 
4. 	Assembly instructions for ST lightguide cable
 
connections with bare fiber
 
Day4-	Continuation ofST connecturization and CSL splicing; 5 hours
 
also test equipment.
 
A. 	Continuation ofST cotmecturization and CSL splicing
 
1. 	Assembly instructions for ST lightguide cable
 
connectors with single-fiber cable
 
2. 	Interconnecting with ST lightguide cable connectors
 
3. 	Ordering information
 
4. 	Fiber optic tests cautions and procedures
 
Day5-Review and test 	 5 hours
 
Total hours 	 25 hours
 
Methods ofInstruction
 
Lectures
 
Demonstrations
 
Class discussions
 
Methods ofEvaluation
 
Grades are based on a comprehensive final exam.
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Course Materials
 
All materials used this course will be periodically reviewed to insure to insure that
 
they are appropriate for instruction.
 
Updated 6/90
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Instructor. .EdSzumski
 
Office.............. T-108
 
Office hour.... ...............9:30 to 10:00am M^WE
 
Noon to 1:00pm Tues
 
4:00to 4:30pm Tues
 
Telephone.................. ......(909)888-6511 ext1330
 
Mail..............................San Bernardino Valley College
 
TechnicalDivision
 
701 S.Mt.VemonAvenue
 
San Bernardino,CA92410-2798
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Photomcs&Fiber GptieTechnologies
 
The gradesearned for this course will be determined by the number ofpoints each
 
student accumulates. Students should use Aisform to keep track ofthe number of points
 
they have earned. Specific information is provided abouteverting in this course for
 
which points may be earned. In order to earn the maximum number of points possible,
 
the students are encouraged to read all ofthe information provided in this syUabus and
 
comply with the criteria indicated for each assignment. The number of points required to
 
earn each ofthe grades possible for this course are:
 
V. -V- ■".A...,.....;90TO:100^ -.^ 
' B..........80.TO89.9 ^' ':-: ^ 
C......;...70'TO.-79.9V-;;. ■■■ 
:■ V.D.v..;.....60TO 69.9 
Any conscientious student who listens and reads with comprehension and who speaks 
and writes clearly can earn the maximum number of points possible. Each student is 
directly responsible for determining his/her own grade by the amount of time and effort 
that he/she expends. It is expected that the students in this course will work hard and 
earn high grades. 
TEST # (Chapters in the text book) MAX SCORE YOUR SCORE 
TEST #1 Chapters 1 & 2 100 ■ 
TEST#3 Chapters 3 & 4 100 
TEST #4 Chapters 5 & 6 100 . ■ 
TEST #5 Chapters 7 & 8 100 _____ 
TEST #6 Chapters 9 & 10 100 , - ' ' ; • " - ^ 
TEST #7 Chapters 11 & 12 100 
TEST #8 Chapters 13 & 14 100 
TEST #9 Chapters 15 & 16 100 
The final exam is a comprehensive test covering 200 
all the material that was covered this semester. 
TOTAL 
37 
To determine your grade,add ail the test scores and the final exam score. Divide the
 
total by 10 and this is your numerical score. Determine the letter gradefrom the list on
 
thepriorp^e. 7':
 
/V;r'/';SCAWRONFORMS
 
Each student must purchase the SCANTTRONforms prior to taking the tests. The
 
SCANTRONform we will be using is theform number882or 882-E. TheSBVC
 
Bookstore hasthese forms available for purchase.
 
TEXTBOOK
 
The text book for this course is"Technician's Guide to Fiber Optics,Second Edition" by
 
Donald J. Sterling Jr.
 
TOPICAL QUIZZES ^
 
There will be many quizzes given during this semester. These are diagnostic in nature
 
and are meant only as an aid to your studying applicable material. These quizzes will be
 
checked for completion by your instructor prior to the discussion ofthe quiz.
 
COURSEREPEATPOLICY ;,
 
A grade,once entered on the student's permanentrecords,remains permanent unless
 
changed by the instructor ofrecord pursuant to the education code,section 76224.
 
Coursesin which"D","F",or"NC"were received,may be repeated. The unitsfor which
 
creditis given will only count once toward an associate degree or a certificate. A course
 
may be repeated only once and when a second grade is earned,the first grade can be
 
lined-outon the permanentrecord upon request and will not be used to compute the
 
grade point average. Students thatrepeata course under this policy should contactthe
 
records office,room A-109,to request thatthe first grade be lined-out. I'm told that the
 
form name is"REPEATDELETE".
 
MAKE-UPTESTS
 
Here is the electronics department policy on make-up tests. All tests will be given when
 
scheduled by your instructor. If you cannot attend class,call(909)888-6511,extension
 
1330,and leave a message on my answering machine or(909)888-6511,extension 1334,
 
and leave a message concerning your absence with the secretary. There will be no
 
make-up testif you do not notify yourinstructor prior to the test!
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ATTENDANGEREGULATIONS
 
Students are required to attend all lecture and lab sessions unless absence is unavoidable.
 
If your absence is unavoidable,please call(909)888-6511,extension 1330,or extension
 
1334,and leave a message concerning your absence. Each studentis allowed the
 
maximum number oftwsunexcused absencesfor this course. Absences exceeding this
 
limit or whenever a student's attendance becomesso irregular that it is unwise for
 
him/her to continue,the instructor will drop the studentfrom the roll sheet. It is the
 
student's responsibility to officially drop the class.
 
CALCULATOR
 
The Electronics program here at San Bernardino Valley College covers simple addition
 
to complex equations. You should purchase a calculator that will perform the following
 
functions: addition,subtraction, multiplication,division,sine,cosine,tangent, logarithm
 
and inverse(1/X)functions,and number system conversion ability: binary,octal, decimal
 
&hexadecimal.
 
CREDIT/NOCREDIT OPTIONS
 
A student may take up to fifteen(15)units ofcredit"CR"courses to apply to his/her
 
graduation requirements. No course in a student's major or required by his/her major
 
may be taken for credit"CR";that is,subjectsin the student's major must be taken on a
 
letter grade basis.
 
ADDITiONALINFORMATION
 
The Technical Leaming Center(TLC),room T-lOO,has many helpful prograrns loaded intothe
 
computers(IBM clone and Apple IIGS). There are also some computer-interactive disks
 
(ApplelIGS)and filmstrips by Bergwallthat will help your understanding ofthe material we'll be
 
coveringthis semester. Mrs.Trost will be gladto help you with any questions you mayhave
 
concemingthe operation ofthe computers.
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PERFORMyWCEOBJECTIVES
 
Bythe conclusion ofthis course,it is expected that the students will be able tb:
 
1. Define the ternis opftca/and/zg/?/
 
2.
 
3.
 
4.
 
5.
 
6 	Explain how lightis propagated through a fiber optic cable
 
1.
 
theyare made.
 
8.	 over a
 
distance:
 
9	 main operating
 
range:
 
10.	 receiver.
 
11
 
12.
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INFORMATION SHEET
 
FALL 1997
 
1. GRADUATIONPETITION FILINGPERIOD FORSPRING 1998 BEGINS .... AUG 17
 
2. LABORDAYHOLIDAY-NOSCHOOL SEPT I
 
3. LASTDAYTO ADD CLASSES(3:00PM DEADLINE) . r.... .SEPT 12
 
4 LASTDAYTO DROPFULLTERM CLASSES AND RECEIVEFEEREFUND SEPT 12
 
5. VETERAN'SDAYHOLIDAY-NOSCHOOL . . NOV 11
 
6. LASTDAYTODROP CLASSES WTTHMORECORD ONYOURTRANSCRIPINOV 14
 
7. LASTDAYTOOPTFOR CREDIT/NO CREDIT NOV 14
 
8. LASTDAYTOPETITION FORSPRING 1998 GRADUATION ............ NOV21
 
9.LASTDAYTO WITHDRAWFROM CLASSES WITHA"W"ONRECORD NOV26
 
10. THANKSGIVINGHOLIDAY-NOSCHOOL NOV27-28
 
11. LASTDAYOFINSTRUCTION FALL 1997SEMESTER DEC 18
 
12 FINALEXAMINATION SCHEDULE:
 
PHOTONICS&FIBER OPTICS FRIDAY,DEC 12.FROM 11:00AMTO 1:30PM
 
F.C.C RULES&REGULATIONS MONDAY,DEC 15,FROM 4:30TO6:00PM
 
SOLID STATEDEVICES TUESDAY,DEC 16,FROM 8:00 AMTO 10:30 AM
 
13. GRADES MAILEDTOSTUDENTS JAN 22
 
14. Graduationrequirements:Seethe SBVCcatalog for graduation requirements or
 
make an appointmentto see a counselor for information cai a course curriculum for your major
 
subject.
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 San Bernardino Valley College
 
Photonics and Fiber Optic Technologh
 
Course Content
 
I. Background
 
A. The communications revolution
 
1. The history offiberoptics
 
2. The information age
 
3. The wiring ofAmerica
 
4 Telecommum and the computer
 
5. The fiber optic alternative
 
B. Information transmission
 
1. Communication
 
2. Analog and digital
 
a. Digital basics; bits and bytes
 
b. Why digital?
 
3. Information-carrying capacity
 
4. PCM and multiplexing
 
5. The decibel
 
C. Fiber optics as a communications medium;its advantages
 
1. Wide bandwidth
 
2. Low loss
 
3. Electromagneticimmunity
 
4. Light weight
 
■ '5. ■ Small size 
■ 6. Safety ■ ,\; 
7. Security
 
D. Light
 
1. The electromagnetic spectrum
 
2. Wavesand particles
 
3. Light rays and geometric optics
 
4. Reflection and refraction
 
5. Fresnel reflections ,
 
■ ■ 6. Snell's law
 
7. Practical examples
 
II. Fiber optic components
 
A. The optical fiber
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 1. Basic fiber construction
 
2. Fiber classification V
 
3. Modes . ;
 
4. Refractive index profile
 
5, Step-index fiber
 
6. Graded-index fiber
 
7. Single-mode fiber
 
8. Dispersion-shifted fibers
 
9 Short-wavelength single-mode fibers
 
B Fiber characteristics
 
1. Dispersion
 
2. Modal dispersion
 
3. Material dispersion
 
4. Waveguide dispersion
 
5. Bandwidth and dispersion
 
6. Attenuation
 
7. Scattering
 
8. Absorption
 
9. Microbend loss
 
C. More fiber characteristics
 
1. Equilibrium mode distribution
 
2. Numerical aperture
 
3. Fiber strength
 
4. Bend radius
 
5. Nuclear hardness
 
D. Fiber optic cables
 
1 Main parts ofa fiber optic cable
 
2. Buffers
 
3. Strength members
 
4. Jacket
 
5. Indoor cables
 
6. Simplex cables
 
7. Duplex cables
 
8. Multifiber cables
 
9. Duty specifications
 
E. Cable types
 
1. Breakout cables
 
2. Outdoor cables
 
3. Additional cable characteristics
 
a. Lengths
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 b. Color coding
 
c. Loads
 
4. Hybrid cables
 
5. Understanding cable specifications
 
F. Sources
 
1. Some atomic matters
 
2. SemiconductorPNjunction
 
3. LEDs
 
4. LASERS
 
5. Safety
 
6. Source characteristics
 
7. Output power
 
8. Output pattern
 
9. Spectral width
 
a. Speed
 
b. Lifetime
 
c. Ease ofuse
 
d. Packaging
 
G. Detectors
 
1. Photodiode basics
 
2. PN photodiode
 
3 PIN photodiode
 
4. Avalanche photodiode(APD)
 
5. Noise
 
a. Shot noise 
b. Thermal noise 
c. Signal-to-noise ratio 
6. Bit-error rate
 
7. Detector characteristics
 
a. Responsivity
 
b. Quantum efficiency
 
c. Dark current
 
d. Minimum detectable power
 
e. Response time
 
f. Bias voltage
 
8. Integrated detector/preamplifier
 
9. Packaging
 
H. Transmitters and receivers
 
1. Basic transmitter concepts
 
2. Modulation codes
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NRZcode
 
b. Rzcode '
 
c.
 
d. Manchester code
 
e. Miller code
 
f. Biphase-M code
 
g. 4B/5B and 4B/8B Encoding
 
3 Data rate and signal rate
 
4. Duty cycle
 
5. Transmitter output power
 
6 Basic receiver concepts
 
a. Receiver sensitivity
 
b. Dynamic range
 
7. ■ Amplifier , 
8. Duty cycle in the receiver
 
9. Transceivers and repeaters
 
10. Transmitter and receiver packaging
 
11. Transmitter and receiver specifications
 
I. Connectors and splices
 
1. The need for connectors and splices
 
2. Connector requirements
 
3. Causesofloss in an interconnection
 
4. Intrinsic factors
 
5. Extrinsic factors
 
a. Lateral displacement
 
b. End separation
 
c. Angular misalignment
 
d. Surface finish
 
6. System-related factors
 
7. Insertion loss
 
8. / ,
 
J. Lossin single-mode fibers
 
1. Return reflection loss
 
2. Fiber termination
 
a. Ferrules
 
b. Epoxy and polish
 
c. Epoxyless termination
 
3. Compatibility
 
4. Connector examples
 
a. FC-style connector
 
b. D4-style connector
 
c. ST-style connector
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d SC connectors
 
e FDDIMIC connector
 
f. ESCON connector
 
g. SMA connectors
 
h Plastic-fiber connectors
 
a. Fusion splices
 
b Mechanical splices
 
6. Fiber preparation
 
7. Connector assembly example
 
K. Couplers •
 
1. Coupler basics
 
2. TEE coupler
 
3. STAR coupler
 
4. Reflective STAR couplers
 
5. Coupler mechanisms
 
a. Fused couplers
 
b. Centro-symmetrical reflective couplers
 
6. Wavelength-division multiplexer
 
7. Optical switch
 
III. Fiber optic systems
 
A. The fiber optic hnk
 
1. Preliminary considerations
 
2. System specifications
 
3. Power budget
 
4. A more complex example
 
a. Transmitter losses
 
b. Fiber 1 loss
 
c. Fiber-to-fiber connection
 
■ ' d. Receiver losses 
e. Fiber2loss
 
5. Added complexities
 
6. Rise-time budget
 
B. Fiber optic installation and hardware
 
1. Bend radius and tensile rating
 
2. Direct burial installation
 
3. Aerial installation
 
4. Indoor installation
 
5. Tray and duct installations
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 6. Conduit installations
 
7. Pulling fiber optic cables
 
8. Splice closures/organizations
 
C. Distribution hardware
 
1. Patch panels
 
2. Wall outlets
 
D. Fiber optic systems and applications
 
1 Local area networks
 
a. LAN topologies
 
2. Network layers
 
a. Physical layer
 
b. Data-link layer
 
c. Network layer
 
d. Transport layer
 
e. Session layer
 
f. Presentation layer
 
g. Application
 
3. Access method
 
4. Frames
 
5. Ethernet and token ring
 
a. IEEE 802.5 token ring
 
b. IEEE 802.3 ethemet
 
c. FOIRL
 
d. lOBASE-F
 
6. Fiber distributed data interface(FDDI)
 
a. FDDItopology 
b. FDDI stations 
c. FDDI applications 
d. FDDIon copper
 
7. IBMESCON system
 
8. Fiber channel
 
9. Telecommunications
 
a. SONET
 
b. Erbium-doped fiber amplifier
 
c. Solitons
 
E. Introduction to test and other equipment
 
1. Fiber optic testing
 
2. Optical power meter
 
3. Mode control
 
4. Fiber loss measurements
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5. Insertion loss tests
 
6. Time and frequency domains
 
7. Optical time-domain reflectometer
 
a. UsesofOTDR
 
b. Loss per unit length
 
c. Splice and connector evaluation
 
d. Fault location
 
8. Fusion splicer
 
9. Polishing machine
 
a. Inspection microscope
 
b. Installation kits
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